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YEOMAN 3-RIGHTS VALUE ASIA FUND

NAV/Share:

(Co. Regn: 53979 C1 GBL; Fund Business Licence: C1/04/01282)

S$98.44

Performance Figures for Month of Dec 2008

General Information

Dec 2008 +1.79%
Year-to-date 2008 -47.62%
Cumulative 11 yr 2 mo performance +176.87%
Implying a compounding rate of return of +9.55% p.a. over the 11 yr 2 mo period.
(Nett of all fees, with dividends re-invested and in SGD terms)

Fund Address:
10 Frere Felix De Valois
Street,
Port Louis, Mauritius

Equities/Cash Allocations

Country Allocations

Portfolio Valuations (trailing)

Equities 99.81%
Cash 0.19%

Hong Kong 27.51%
Korea 23.60%
Malaysia 22.33%
Singapore 21.62%
Thailand 4.76%

PE 9.54x
P/NTA 0.45x
Dividend Yield 6.31% p.a.
ROE 8.74% (1 yr)
10.75% (5 yrs average)
Wt. Ave. Mkt. Cap. S$134.3m

Manager:
Yeoman Capital
Management Pte Ltd
11 Unity Street #02-13,
Robertson Walk,
Singapore 237995
(Co. Regn. 199902308Z)
Tel: +65-67373922
Fax: +65-67376780
Email: cio@yeomancap.com
Website:
www.yeomancap.com
Total Value of Fund:
$45,375,516.20
Total Number of Shares:
460,965.33
Management Fee:
1% p.a.
Performance Fee:
15% High Water Mark
Sales Charge:
2.5% of NAV (payable to
Distributor if applicable)
Manager Subscr Charge:
S$2,500 (one-time fixed sum
payable to Manager)
Fund Subscription Charge:
1% of NAV (payable to
Fund)

Yeoman All-Portfolios Performance
11yr 2mo ending 31/12/2008
Period
Oct 97 to Dec 97
Jan 98 to Dec 98
Jan 99 to Dec 99
Jan 00 to Dec 00
Jan 01 to Dec 01
Jan 02 to Dec 02
Jan 03 to Dec 03
Jan 04 to Dec 04
Jan 05 to Dec 05
Jan 06 to Dec 06
Jan 07 to Dec 07
Jan 08 to Dec 08
Cumulative Performance from
10/97 to 12/08 (11Yr 2mo)
CAGR

Yeoman-All Performance
6.60%
-2.50%
99.30%
-25.10%
9.50%
-2.60%
42.90%
17.50%
13.60%
27.60%
32.28%
-47.62%

MSCI AC FE x Japan Performance
-2.90%
-10.70%
61.40%
-35.20%
-1.60%
-14.50%
39.20%
8.80%
18.10%
23.50%
32.48%
-48.16%

176.87%

15.62%

9.55%

1.31%

Note: In SGD terms, nett of all fees, dividends re-invested and calculated according to CFA (AIMR) PPS standards.

Fund Redemption Charge:
1.5% of NAV (payable to
Fund)
Subscription frequency:
Monthly
Redemption frequency:
Quarterly
Investment Horizon
Recommended:
3-5 years or more
Minimum Investment:
S$250,000
Custodian:
British and Malayan
Trustees Ltd,
Deutsche Bank
Auditor:
KPMG

Complete information on the Fund and the latest updates are available from the manager Yeoman Capital Management Pte Ltd or from the Custodian,
This document constitutes neither a recommendation nor an offer to buy or sell, is not a solicitation to invest in the Fund, neither does it constitute an investment contract.
Please be aware that past performance is not indicative of future resul

Manager’s Report at end 4Q 08
Absolute Performance
Measured at 31Dec08, the key numbers are:
For month of Dec 2008, we were up +1.79%
For the whole (1) year 2008, we were down -47.62%
For the 2 years ending Dec08, we were down -30.72%
For the 3 years ending Dec08, down -12.30%
For the 4 years ending Dec08, down -1.56%
For the 11 years 2 months ending Dec08 on all-funds composite basis, we were up +176.87%
which implies a CAGR of +9.55% p.a. for the period (very long term).
[Note: The above figures are presented on nett of all fees basis, in SGD with dividends reinvested].

Relative Performance
Our own performance against that of the Index is tabulated below:
Period

Yeoman (%)

Index (%)

Out-performance

(Ticker: MSELCFFX)

1 month
1 full year 2008
2 years to Dec08
3 years to Dec08
4 years to Dec08
11 years 2 mo to
Dec08

+1.79
-47.62
-30.72
-12.30
-1.56
+176.87%

+5.43
-48.16
-31.32
-15.19
+0.26
+15.62%

-3.64%
+0.54%
+0.60%
+2.89%
-1.82%
+161.25% (or factor
of 11.32x)

The market bounced in Dec08 whereas we bounced less (possibly because we are in the less
liquid small cap segment).
Over the 1-4 year time windows we roughly performed in line with the market.
Over the long term of 11 years, we outperformed the market by a factor of 11.32x which is
massive!
If a blow by blow calendar year by year presentation of this information is required, please see
the table at bottom of page 1 of this report.
Review of 2008 and outlook for 2009 and years ahead
Stung by sharp losses on the equity and other financial markets worldwide, investors are sitting
in a shell-shocked heap and looking at the future in the most pessimistic and morose way.
Considering all that they have gone through in the year past and the numbing barrage of
negative news day after day in the media, we do not blame them for feeling like that. Indeed it is
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in normal human behavioural psychology to put excessive emphasis on the most recent
occurrences and tune out the larger perspectives. Objectivity is another casualty in the face of
crisis.
We will not join in their sad refrain however, for we seem to be singing from a different score
sheet.
The Economy
In his New Year’s Day message, the Prime Minister of Spore said that economic growth for 2009
would be in the range -2% to +1% which most people took to be a very negative prognosis
indeed.
Spore aside, estimates for the other world economies for 2009 may be found in The Economist:
http://www.economist.com/markets/indicators/displaystory.cfm?story_id=12818136
Like for most things, the picture is uneven. Countries like Gambia, China and Qatar are
projected to enjoy growth of +6% to +14% whereas others like Iceland, Zimbabwe, Britain and
Spore are projected to contract at between -2% to -10%.
The Economist and the PM omitted to mention that in the case of Spore, economic growth over
the previous 10, 35 and 48 years have been quite amazing.
Over 1960 – 2007 growth at +12.26% p.a. compounding
1973 – 2007 +11.35% p.a. –do1998 – 2007 +7.75% p.a. –do(Source: http://www.singstat.gov.sg/stats/themes/economy/hist/gdp2.html)
Neither has the world fared badly in the years past short and long term. According to this
source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_past_GDP_(PPP)#2007
Over 1913 – 2007, world growth was +3.45% p.a. compounding for 95 years
1973 – 2007, +4.22% p.a. –do- for 35 years
1998 – 2007. +7.65% p.a. –do- for 10 years
To be realistic, we do not believe that the local and world economy will crumple in 2009 and we
find ourselves back in 1998 or the 1970s; neither will it revisit the Great Depression scenario of
the 1930s (even though it is fashionable to spin scary stories like this under today’s sky). The
sheer weight of more babies being born, all eating pizzas and drinking lattes when they reach
their teens will in itself inexorably contribute to world consumption and hence economic growth.
Policy responses thus far
It is natural to compare the situation of 2008 with those of the Asia financial crisis of 1998. What
we like about what we see today is that the epicentre of the quake is in the leading (western or
G7) economies of the world and not in remote Asia. Unlike 1998 when they (esp. the IMF) took
Asia’s problems to be a sideshow and either averted their eyes or prescribed the wrong
medicine, today the actions by policy makers have been swift and seem to be largely in the right
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direction (even as people continue to debate over the minutiae of these actions, there is no
pleasing everyone).
This is in itself is positive.
Inflationary pressures are easing
Inflationary pressures peaked in Jul08, led mainly by fuel, food and commodity prices. These
have fallen significantly, e.g. oil by nearly 70% from its July peak, same situation with the base
metals, other commodities. This allows businesses and policy makers a lot more breathing
space.
For the companies that we own, esp. the manufacturing companies listed in HK and elsewhere it
means that even if sales come down because of a slowing economy, gross profit margins will
climb as COGS comes down and bottom lines improve as labour costs fall and utility bills (also
energy and oil related) ease. In such an environment, the net effect on corporate profits need
not necessarily be downwards.
Of course, the markets are now worrying over deflation but there you are, you just cannot please
the neurotic Mr Market.
We are very happy with our stock valuations and attractiveness relative to market
The US just cut Fed funds rate to near zero, the UK followed suit and so have many other
countries in the West and in Asia including Korea.
Deposit rates for the USD, GBP, EUD and Asian currencies are now at historical lows (e.g. for 1
year fixed deposit USD 1.3%, GBP 1.7%, EUD 2.0%, AUD 3.6% and SGD 0.9% p.a. source
www.dbs.com ).
The picture for “risk free” treasuries is not so different, e.g. US treasuries 5 year at 1.51% and 10
year 2.43% YTM.
At end Dec08, the dividend yield on our portfolio was 6.31% p.a. on weighted average. Single
stock yields range as high as 15% p.a. but the portfolio as a whole shows the above figure.
Relative to deposit rates and treasuries, there is a lot of positive buoyancy in favour of our Fund.
On price to book basis, our portfolio was valued at 0.45x price to book (or nta) at end Dec08.
When compared with the market p/book of around 1.2x to 1.4x currently, we believe that we also
have positive buoyancy in our favour.
On price earnings basis, we are at 10.45x which is also undervalued relative to the market which
was trading at around 13-14x in Oct08.
The market on historical basis is now trading at the low end of its 30 year band. On top of that,
our Fund’s holdings are significantly even more undervalued than the market so what does that
mean for us? Well, it means that we have a confluence of three or more positives on our side
and the financial equivalent of Archimedes principle in our favour (read positive buoyancy).
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(Note: For market data, please see attached report by Citibank that was published in the Spore Business Times of
22Oct08)
Lots of cash waiting on the sidelines
Attached is a report published on Bloomberg 29Dec08.
According to report, a survey by an external service provider using Federal Reserve data has
found that cash levels held by investors in various types of accounts today stands at around
74% of the US market capitalization, the highest level since 1990. In contrast, the cash weight
in our Fund at end Dec08 was 0.19% also based on market cap.
This seems to be consistent with the spot survey that we ourselves made which we reported in
our Nov08 newsletter.
Recognizing the relative merits of owning stocks vs. holding cash such as what we have
described above, once sentiment improves and fear fades where do you think the cash will go?
Why, back into stocks of course!
Our track record speaks for itself
Please refer to the article in The Economist “Where have all our savings gone?”
(Link: http://www.economist.com/opinion/displaystory.cfm?story_id=12724822)
For the US and European savers (Asian too, just looking at where the MSCI Asia Index has
gone), after 10 years of investing, the markets have basically given them zero returns.
In contrast, over the 11 year 2 mo period ending Dec08, those that invested with Yeoman
have generated a compounded annual rate of return nett of all fees of +9.55% p.a. even
after the drubbing the markets received in 2008.
That might seem to suggest that in a world that zigs, zags, flips and flops, we are really
disciplined about doing what we are doing with principles, process and people leading the way.
Best wishes for the New Year!
Yours sincerely

SENG CHONG, YEO
As manager and director of the Fund
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Market.view

Company woe
Dec 30th 2008
From Economist.com

To look ahead, look back to 2002
NO MATTER what happens in 2009, financial markets can surely not be as turbulent as they have
been in 2008. The virtual demise of the independent investment bank, the rescue of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, the halving of global share prices—these were sufficient shocks to last investors for a
decade.
If 2008 was dominated by a financial crisis, 2009 seems likely to be the year when the bad news
comes from the economy and from the non-financial corporate sector. All the forward-looking
surveys, such as the purchasing managers’ indices, have been gloomy for months. The surprise
indicator compiled by Dresdner Kleinwort, an investment bank, indicates that both European and
American data have been a lot worse than expected. On the corporate side, everyone expects profits
to fall but analysts’ forecasts do not yet reflect that likelihood. And everyone expects the default rate
on bonds (and loans) to rise, but nobody yet knows which companies will fail.
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So 2009 may turn out to be a year like 2002, when the failures of Enron and WorldCom hogged the
financial headlines for months. Flimsy financial structures (such as Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi scheme)
tend to come to light during recessions and market downturns.
But the good news is that the American stockmarket reached its low in November 2002, even in the
light of all the corporate failures and the tension surrounding the build-up to the Iraq war. Just as
the financial markets led us into this mess, they could well lead us out of it.
The measures that have been thrown at the economy are almost unprecedented. Banks have been
rescued, the money markets flooded with liquidity, taxes have been cut and, very shortly, interest
rates in much of the developed world will be at, or close to, historic lows.
On top of all that is the sharp fall in the oil price, which acts as a tax cut for western consumers.
None of this is having much of an impact yet because the economy is still suffering from the delayed
effect of the credit crunch and the earlier surge in commodity prices. In any case, it generally takes
monetary policy between 12 and 18 months to work. But that does mean by late 2009, we could
potentially see quite a big boost in activity.
All this leaves investors with a big dilemma. The equity market has made several attempts to rally
during this crisis, dating all the way back to August 2007. On each occasion, the rally petered out
because the “climactic event” (for example, the collapse of Bear Stearns) proved to be a false dusk.
Investors may have decided, like the Who, that they won’t get fooled again.
Valuations have now reached levels that proved to be bargains in the last 30 years. The
London market, for instance, is trading on a single digit price-earnings ratio. The question that has
been raised, however, is whether the last 30 years are a good yardstick. In the 1940s and 1950s, it
was common for equities to yield more than government bonds, as they now do in Europe and
America. Perhaps we have gone back to that era. If we have, then current valuations may not be
cheap at all.
A further dilemma is whether corporate bonds will rally before equities. That would seem logical,
given that bonds have a prior claim on corporate profits. In addition, companies seem likely to run
their businesses for the benefit of bondholders rather than shareholders, cutting dividends to save
cash, for example. But Philip Isherwood of Dresdner Kleinwort argues there may be a selection
problem: weak companies have tended to borrow, and there are very few AAA-rated companies
these days. Many of the most heavily-geared companies are in the portfolios of private equity
groups, rather than on the quoted market.
Nevertheless, it is hard to see how stockmarkets can find a bottom if corporate-bond spreads are still
widening. In turn, it is hard to see corporate bonds stabilising without a return to some kind of
normality in the money markets, with banks and companies able to borrow freely again (albeit not
quite as freely as they did in 2006). So Libor is the key to a market bottom.
The dilemma is just as acute for government-bond investors. The example of Japan shows that bond
yields can stay low for a long time. Ten-year yields of 1-2% could well be possible. But if Japan is not
the template, then those yields will look ridiculous; we are heading for a world in which fiscal deficits
are exploding and governments seem to be competing to depreciate their currencies. If 2009 does
see an equity-market rally, it is likely to be accompanied by a government-bond-market slump.
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GDP growth forecasts, 2009
Dec 18th 2008
From The Economist print edition
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Savings

Where have all your savings gone?
Dec 4th 2008
From The Economist print edition

Investors may draw the wrong lesson from history

Michael Morgenstern

FOR American and European savers it has been a lost decade. After two booms and two busts,
stockmarkets have earned them nothing, or less, in the past ten years. Low interest rates
have made bonds and bank deposits unrewarding too. Were it not for the tax relief they receive,
contributors to personal pension plans would have been better off keeping their money under their
mattresses. It will be little consolation to Westerners that savers in Japan have known this empty
feeling for far longer.
This year’s figures are enough to put anybody off saving. American mutual-fund assets have declined
by $2.4 trillion—a fifth of their value—since the start of 2008; in Britain, the drop is more than a
quarter, or almost £130 billion ($195 billion). The value of global stockmarkets has shrunk by maybe
$30 trillion, or roughly half. These figures put the losses on credit-related securities—where the
financial crisis began—into the shade.
Nor has the bad news been confined to equities. This year the value of all manner of risky
investments, from corporate bonds to commodities to hedge funds, has been clobbered. The belief
that diversification into “alternative assets” could prevent investors losing money in bear markets
has proved false. And of course housing, which many people counted on for their retirement nesteggs, has lost value too (see article).
As a result, saving seems like pouring money into a black hole (see article). Any American who has
diligently put $100 a month into a domestic equity mutual fund for the past ten years will find his pot
worth less than he put into it; a European who did the same has lost a quarter of his money.
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Save your cake and eat it
It may seem an odd time to worry about savings. This week the National Bureau of Economic
Research declared that the world’s largest economy, America, had been in recession since December
last year. The economies of Japan and much of western Europe have been shrinking. A rapid, global,
private-sector shift to thrift is exactly what the world economy does not need. That’s why
governments around the world have been passing hurried measures to try to encourage people to
spend more of their incomes.
In some countries, they should. Asians (and Germans too—see article), have been squirrelling their
money away with excessive enthusiasm. But other countries’ citizens have been putting too little
aside for their old age. In America, the household savings ratio (the proportion of disposable income
not used for consumption) has been below 2.5% since 1999; in Britain, it has been below 3% in
each of the past two years. The Asians’ parsimony made the Anglo-Saxons’ profligacy possible.
Through their increasingly sophisticated financial systems, the Americans and British were able to
borrow from the thrifty Asians to finance their spending spree. And, because their house prices were
rising so fast, they had the collateral and the confidence to do so.
In other words, Anglo-Saxons were able to save their cake and eat it. They did not have to sacrifice
consumption in order to build up assets for the future, because lax monetary policies encouraged
borrowing that pushed up the prices of housing and other assets, which gave them the illusion of
having saved enough. But now this debt burden is being unwound, asset prices are collapsing and
savings rates are rising because consumers are unwilling, or unable, to borrow.
Though this is bad news for the American and British economies in the short term, it ought to be
good news in the long term. How good, though, depends as much on where people put their savings
as on how much they put aside.

Careless caution
If savers treated financial assets as they do other goods, they would sell them when they are
expensive and buy them when they are cheap. Actually, they do the opposite. They piled into the
market in 1999-2000, at the peak, and are piling out of it now. They should, of course, have got out
in 2000, when the global price-earnings ratio was 35; shares look relatively much more attractive
now, since the ratio is down to ten. A recent analysis shows that, when American price-earnings
ratios are low, returns on equities over the next decade average 8%; when they are high, returns
average 3%.
But people’s recent losses have made them cautious. They are putting their money into cash or
money-market funds, rather than equities or corporate bonds. The returns they are getting on their
savings look increasingly pitiful. Interest rates are falling sharply, with more central banks
announcing cuts this week. Savers may initially be shielded from the full impact of those reductions,
because commercial banks are competing for retail deposits. But rates in many big economies are
heading for, or have already reached, 1-2%.
Caution is understandable, after the trauma of this year. Equity and corporate bond markets could
yet fall further, especially as the news on the economy seems to get worse every week. But it is still
perverse that investors were happy to buy shares nine years ago, when the ratio of share prices to
profits was three times what it is today, and are now determined to keep their money in cash and
bonds.
That approach will be hopelessly inadequate for those who want to build a decent pension, especially
in defined-contribution, or money-purchase, schemes, where the employee bears all the investment
risk. The average American scheme member contributes just 7.8% of salary to his pension scheme.
His employer, on average, contributes only 4.4%. He has a pot worth only $68,000. A rule of thumb
is that total contributions need to be around 20% of wages to match a traditional final-salary
scheme.
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Inadequate savings, badly invested, are a problem for individuals and the economy. Cautious savers
are putting their money in banks; banks are reluctant to lend; companies therefore find it hard both
to borrow money and to raise equity capital. This timidity hurts companies and, in the long term,
savers. Implausible as it may sound, right now equities and corporate bonds are a better
long-term bet than cash.
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By Eric Martin and Michael Tsang
Dec. 29 (Bloomberg) -- There's more cash available to buy
shares than at any time in almost two decades, a sign to some of
the most successful investors that equities will rebound after
the worst year for U.S. stocks since the Great Depression.
The $8.85 trillion held in cash, bank deposits and moneymarket funds is equal to 74 percent of the market value of U.S.
companies, the highest ratio since 1990, according to Federal
Reserve data compiled by Leuthold Group and Bloomberg.
Leuthold, Invesco Aim Advisors Inc., Hennessy Advisors Inc.
and BlackRock Inc., which together oversee almost $1.7 trillion,
say that's a sign the Standard & Poor's 500 Index will rise
after $1 trillion in credit losses sent the benchmark index for
American equities to the biggest annual drop since 1931. The
eight previous times that cash peaked compared with the market's
capitalization the S&P 500 rose an average 24 percent in six
months, data compiled by Bloomberg show.
"There is a store of cash out there that is able to take
the market higher," said Eric Bjorgen, who helps oversee $3.4
billion at Leuthold in Minneapolis. "The same dollar you had
last year buys you twice as much S&P 500 as it did a year ago."
Leuthold Group, whose Grizzly Short Fund returned 83
percent in 2008 thanks to bets against equities, said in its
December bulletin to investors that stocks offer "one of the
great buying opportunities of your lifetime."
The S&P 500 rose 16 percent from an 11-year low on Nov. 20
as the government rescued New York-based Citigroup Inc.,
President-elect Barack Obama pledged to stimulate growth with
the biggest infrastructure investment since the 1950s, and the
Fed cut interest rates to as low as zero percent to combat the
worst financial crisis in seven decades.
'Dry Powder'
The ratio of cash on hand to U.S. market capitalization
jumped 86 percent in the first 11 months of the year, the
biggest increase since the Fed began keeping records in 1959, as
the U.S., Europe and Japan fell into the first simultaneous
recessions since World War II.
So-called money of zero maturity, the central bank's
measure of U.S. assets available for immediate spending, is
mostly held by households, according to Richard G. Anderson, an
economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
"What the cash pile on the sidelines represents is dry
powder," said Fritz Meyer, the Denver-based senior market
strategist at Invesco Aim, which manages about $358 billion. The
firm's $1.17 billion Aim Diversified Dividend Fund beat 96
percent of its competitors this year, and the $3.95 billion Aim
Charter Fund topped 93 percent of similar mutual funds.
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"Recovery in the second half of the year will probably
play out," Meyer added.
Hoarding Cash
Any recovery will depend on a rebound in corporate profits
and the economy after $30 trillion was wiped out from world
equities this year, according to Frederic Dickson, chief market
strategist at D.A. Davidson & Co. in Lake Oswego, Oregon.
Jobless claims reached a 26-year high this month, while
economists surveyed by Bloomberg estimate household spending
will fall 1 percent next year, the most since the aftermath of
the attack on Pearl Harbor. A 13 percent slump in the median
home resale price in November from a year earlier was likely the
largest since the 1930s, the National Association of Realtors
said last week, damping speculation the housing market is close
to a bottom.
Analysts estimate profits at S&P 500 companies will shrink
10.3 percent in the first three months of 2009 and 5.8 percent
in the second quarter, bringing the stretch of earnings declines
to a record eight quarters, Bloomberg data show. Gross domestic
product will contract in the first half of the year before
growth resumes in the third quarter, according to a Bloomberg
survey of economists.
'Biggest Cannon'
"The fuel supply is there, but people have to have a
reason to use it," said Dickson, who helps oversee about $19
billion. "The Fed fired the shot out of the biggest cannon they
know. Now the question is, will it hit the right mark?"
This year's slump has left S&P 500 companies valued at an
average of 12.6 times operating profit, the cheapest since at
least 1998, monthly data compiled by Bloomberg show.
Cash in interest-bearing checking accounts at U.S. banks
earns less than 0.1 percent annually, minus inflation, according
to national data compiled by Bankrate.com. Ten-year Treasury
notes yield 1.03 percent after adjusting for the cost of living,
and yields fell to the lowest level on record this month.
Seth Klarman's Baupost Group LLC, which held 40 percent to
50 percent of the Boston-based hedge-fund firm's more than $14
billion in cash, reduced its hoard by half to take advantage of
falling asset prices, according to the December issue of Harvard
Business School's Alumni Bulletin.
Benjamin Graham
The 51-year-old investor who seeks shares of companies
trading at discounts to measures such as assets and cash flow
was the lead editor for the sixth edition of Benjamin Graham and
David L. Dodd's "Security Analysis," which laid out the
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principles of value investing followed by billionaire Warren
Buffett.
Klarman has generated an annual compound return of 20
percent in the past 26 years, the Bulletin said. He declined to
comment in an e-mailed response to Bloomberg News.
Cash holdings peaked one month before equities began to
recover during the two longest recessions since World War II. In
July 1982, money of zero maturity as a percentage of the U.S.
stock market's value rose to 95 percent before a 20-month bear
market ended and the S&P 500 began a six-month, 36 percent
advance, data compiled by Bloomberg show.
Cash on hand reached $604.5 billion in September 1974,
representing a record 1.21 times U.S. stock capitalization. That
preceded a 31 percent gain in equities between October 1974 and
March 1975, Bloomberg data show.
Lighting the Match
"If history tends to repeat itself, we're in the exact
same scenario," said Neil Hennessy, who oversees $650 million
as president of Hennessy Advisors in Novato, California. "Once
the money starts to come back into the market, buying is going
to beget more buying. People don't want to be left behind."
Hennessy's Focus 30 Fund beat 96 percent of its peers this
year.
The last time cash accounted for a larger proportion of
market value was 1990. The ratio peaked at 75 percent in October
of that year, after the savings and loan industry collapsed,
Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc. was forced into bankruptcy and the
U.S. fell into a recession. The S&P 500 rallied 23 percent in
six months and almost 30 percent in a year.
Robert Doll, the chief investment officer of global
equities at BlackRock, has been buying stocks anticipating the
S&P 500 may rise as much as 20 percent next year. The firm
oversees $1.3 trillion.
"It's a mountain of cash," Doll, who is based in
Plainsboro, New Jersey, said on Bloomberg Radio. "Somebody's
just got to find the match and light it."
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Charts from Business Times 22Oct08
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